
Sketchy Characters
Peering into the Practice of Artist Sketchbooks



Artist Sketchbooks

If you trace the history of sketchbooks, you’ll find that although paper wasn’t always bound up into 
leather Moleskines, sketchbook contents haven’t changed much in the past few centuries. History’s 
pages (yes, pun intended) show a mish-mash of visual and lexical note taking. Da Vinci’s 
sketchbooks included detailed anatomical studies, cavorting kittens and sketches for a flying 
machine. He even catalogued his daily clothing choices, evidencing a penchant for pink tights.

Whether you see these pages as behind-the-scenes peeks or frame-worthy art objects in 
themselves, you’ll be hard pressed to tear your eyes away from the ink scribbles, graphite sketches, 
color swatches and reveries that fill sketchbook pages — those contemporary and past.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GelzzFNh5oY

• http://the-creative-business.com/10-beautiful-sketchbooks-famous-artists/

• https://thebluereview.net/a-brief-history-of-sketchbooks-79d88825f10b

• https://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive/tga-812/sutherland-collection-of-forty-sketchbooks-and-fragments-of-
sketchbooks

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog/2013/feb/12/leonardo-da-vinci-notebooks-art
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GelzzFNh5oY
http://the-creative-business.com/10-beautiful-sketchbooks-famous-artists/
https://thebluereview.net/a-brief-history-of-sketchbooks-79d88825f10b
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive/tga-812/sutherland-collection-of-forty-sketchbooks-and-fragments-of-sketchbooks


Vincent Van Gogh?

Vincent van Gogh: The Lost Arles Sketchbook, was released November 15. The 
author, Bogomila Welsh-Ovcharov, is an internationally renowned art historian and 
Van Gogh expert. Ronald Pickvance, an art historian who has also written numerous 
books on the Dutch artist, wrote the foreword, calling the sketchbook “the most 
revolutionary discovery in the entire history of Van Gogh’s oeuvre.”

The book includes 250 color illustrations allegedly by the Dutch artist’s hand that 
were “kept within a humble account ledger given to him by Joseph and Marie 
Ginoux, the owners of the Café de la Gare in Arles,” according to a description from 
Abrams.

But the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam is not buying it. The institution released 
an email statement on Tuesday with the header: “Found Sketchbook With Drawings 
Is Not By Van Gogh, According to Van Gogh Museum.”

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GmxeS8657Do

http://www.abramsbooks.com/product/vincent-van-gogh-the-lost-arles-sketchbook_9781419725944/
http://www.greatpast.utoronto.ca/GreatMinds/ShowBannerUTM.asp?ID=95
http://www.universitystory.gla.ac.uk/biography/?id=WH2292&type=P
http://artdaily.com/index.asp?int_sec=11&int_new=91676#.WC21SLIrKM8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GmxeS8657Do








Franz Marc (1880-1916)

Franz Moritz Wilhelm Marc was a German painter and printmaker, 
one of the key figures of German Expressionism. He was a founding 
member of Der Blaue Reiter, a journal whose name later became 
synonymous with the circle of artists collaborating in it.

Franz Marc's famous Sketchbook from the Field contains thirty-six 
small-format pencil drawings that were produced between March 
and June 1915 - just a few months before the artist's death in March 
1916. These precious sheets, which are among the last works 
produced by Marc, are his artistic legacy. In spite of their miniature 
scale, the sketches are among the greatest creations of drawing in 
the twentieth century. They mark the beginning of an age, and yet 
their Promethean energy points to the future. Delicately lyrical 
elements in them are linked with a deep constructivist spirit that 
does not only reflect the avant-garde of the new century, but even 
today, one hundred years later, has not lost any of its startling 
modernity.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LqbdZRbrj9w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LqbdZRbrj9w


















Edward Hopper

• https://www.openculture.com/
2020/10/edward-hoppers-
creative-process.html

https://www.openculture.com/2020/10/edward-hoppers-creative-process.html














Frida Kahlo Diary

Spanning 1944-54, the final ten years of the artist's troubled 
lifetime, the diary is a captivating commonplace book filled 
with Kahlo's thoughts, poems and dreams. Her brightly 
colored, rounded script is accompanied by watercolor 
illustrations which offer wonderful insight into her creative 
approach – the sketches and paintings were often reworked 
and incorporated into Kahlo's later works.

The diary was never meant for public consumption, intended 
instead as 'journal in time', a private record written by a 
woman for herself, about herself. Thus as you rifle through 
the vibrant pages (helpfully translated at the back of the 
book), complete with beautiful self-portraits and deeply 
personal declarations

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsK5qAcOjJA

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy5efn-ysf4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy5efn-ysf4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy5efn-ysf4
















Dieter Roth (1930-1988)

Dieter Roth (1930-1998) was a poet, artist, and master printmaker. 
Born in Hannover, Germany to a Swiss father and German mother, Roth 
was evacuated at age 13 from war-torn Germany to Zürich. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XVe5hd81IU&list=TLPQMjIwND
IwMjH7ujH6eQNk0A&index=1 (16 minutes)

• http://blog.paperblanks.com/2016/03/famous-diaries-inside-dieter-
roths-colourfully-explosive-diaries/

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjnDdvqR2VU

http://blog.paperblanks.com/2016/03/famous-diaries-inside-dieter-roths-colourfully-explosive-diaries/
http://blog.paperblanks.com/2016/03/famous-diaries-inside-dieter-roths-colourfully-explosive-diaries/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjnDdvqR2VU












Richard Diebenkorn (1922-1993)

Richard Diebenkorn was an American painter and 
printmaker. His early work is associated with abstract 
expressionism and the Bay Area Figurative 
Movement of the 1950s and 1960s. In the late 1960s 
he began his extensive series of geometric, lyrical 
abstract paintings.

• Richard Diebenkorn: The Sketchbooks Revealed –
YouTube

• Side by side: Matisse and Diebenkorn – YouTube

• From the archives: Artist Richard Diebenkorn -
YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9lRqt33-us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9uc3zxdM1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JO57L-InSdo














David Hockney

• David Hockney shows his sketch book – YouTube

• David Hockney: Drawing from Life - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYK94FUpqEY&t=49s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqqp8LDKGNc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYK94FUpqEY&t=49s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqqp8LDKGNc














Karen Stamper

Karen Stamper is a multimedia artist who creates layered and textural paintings

inspired by her travels. Architectural shapes, patterned motifs and vibrant 

colours all come together to form Karen’s abstract paintings. Responding to 

seascapes, urban settings and the weathering of buildings, Karen’s bold and 

dynamic style captures the spirit of a place. Karen adapts acrylic paintings with 

elements of collage to further abstract the appearance of her work. At times, 

typography and subtle signs of found imagery come into play and work to 

develop the narrative of the paintings.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiXEpX085e8

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0OGTX-rplA

• https://karenstampercollage.com/

https://www.riseart.com/art/paintings/mixed-media
https://www.riseart.com/art/paintings
https://www.riseart.com/art/paintings/architecture
https://www.riseart.com/art/paintings/abstract
https://www.riseart.com/art/paintings/seascapes
https://www.riseart.com/art/urban
https://www.riseart.com/art/paintings/acrylic
https://www.riseart.com/art/collage
https://www.riseart.com/art/typography
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiXEpX085e8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0OGTX-rplA
https://karenstampercollage.com/












Louise Fletcher

I create multi-layered, semi-abstract 
paintings in which landscape serves as a 
jumping off point for exploration – an 
exploration of my own feelings, 
perceptions, and moods, but also an 
exploration of paint, color, line, and 
texture. The results are often surprising, 
offering a sense of place while also hinting 
at multiple deeper meanings.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn
OiDeASnoI&t=34s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnOiDeASnoI&t=34s














Janice Lowry

Janice Lowry moved to California from Phoenix Arizona where she attended 
the Art Center College of Design. It was here that she started doing 
assemblage at first as a creative and inexpensive solution for framing. Soon, 
this solution evolved into an art-form as unique as the artist herself. Janice 
has also been keeping journals since the age of five. What started as small 
books with a single lock have turned into creative master pieces over the 
years. In October of 2007, Janice had the honor of having all of her journals 
inducted into the permanent collection of the Smithsonian Archives of 
America in Washington, D.C. Janice works from her gallery in the Artist 
Village Lofts in Downtown Santa Ana.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcuIjM6He0k

https://www.si.edu/object/janice-lowry-journal-101:AAADCD_item_9850

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcuIjM6He0k
https://www.si.edu/object/janice-lowry-journal-101:AAADCD_item_9850














John Bokor

• Artist John Bokor's sketchbooks - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kStPpQ96V_s












Assignment Suggestions…

• Collect some works on paper and bind/paste them into a book. You can 
sew the pages together, put them in a binder or glue them into a 
sketchbook

• Cut up some artworks/sketches that you aren’t happy with and piece them 
together and edit them with collage or paint, ink or pastels. Collect them in 
a sketchbook.

• Strive for volume not perfection. 
• Create a quick sketch of a room or your garden…one a day and collect them 

in a book.
• Doodle while watching TV or listening to a podcast.
• Take a grocery list or other jottings and incorporate them into a sketchbook 

entry


